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who l e s a l eTHE PERFECT FIT

Your school’s uniform is more than just clothing, it is a reflection of 
your school image and vision. Our local design and pattern experts in 
Australia will help you create or reinvigorate a uniform that promotes 

your school’s unique identity.

We are experts in all aspects of design, from concept development 
to pattern making and sample production, we specialise in designing 

smart, functional and durable Australian school uniforms.

Our experienced team of design and sewing experts, combined with 
the total control over our factory, means that we can help you tailor a 

quality uniform image that is the perfect fit for your school.

de s i gnDESIGN

With over 40 years 
industry experience and 
direct ownership of our 
garment factory, UMS will 
ensure your vision is 
consistently reflected in 
your school uniforms.

Whether you are looking for formal 
uniforms, sportswear, winter gear 
or accessories, UMS will take 
the stress out of sourcing your school 
uniforms. At UMS, we understand that 
one size does not fit all, which is why 
we tailor a uniform solution to be the 
perfect fit for each of our school 
customers. As an Australian company 
with a sizeable and experienced local 
team, we work side by side with you 
every step of the way. 
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qua l i t yQUALITY CONTROL

At UMS, we carefully inspect 100% 
of our fabric to ensure the colour 
and quality meet your uniform 
expectations each time. Additionally, 
every single uniform we produce in 
our factory is meticulously inspected 
by our experienced QC staff to 
guarantee that our uniforms don’t 
just look good, and fit well, but that 
they last the distance in the 
schoolyard. We are so confident in 
the quality of our uniforms that we 
offer a 5-year product warranty on 
all of our garments.  

Quality is at the heart of 
everything we do at UMS. 
We make it our highest priority 
to deliver the very best school 
uniforms to our customers. 

To consistently maintain such 
a high quality standard, we 
invest heavily in our people 
and our Quality Control 
systems. With an extensive 
team of experienced QC 
personnel, led by our local 
QC specialists in Australia, 
UMS ensure quality and 
consistency at every step. 

t h e  s e ams
Unlike many uniform suppliers, when UMS say “our factory” we actually 
mean it! We 100% own and operate our factory in Vietnam, called UMS 
Vietnam and have genuine relationships with our employees. We know 
who they are and value their many years of experience and dedication, 
providing our school customers with consistent, high quality uniforms.

As proof of our dedication to ethical manufacturing, UMS has 
successfully achieved accreditation in two of the world’s leading 
standards for Social Accountability and the Ethical Treatment of 

employees, SEDEX and SA8000. These stringent standards certify that 
UMS not only complies with the local laws of Vietnam, but also that we 

satisfy all guidelines established by the International Labour Organisation 
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which include no child 

labour, no forced overtime, fair wages, and a safe workplace.

We are passionate about our commitment to being a completely 
transparent, ethical manufacturer of school uniforms, which is why we 

encourage all schools to look ‘Behind the Seams’ of their suppliers.

BEHIND THE SEAMS
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s na p sho t
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ums  s ch o o lBECOME A UMS SCHOOL

We recognise that many schools 
today are looking for more than just 
a supplier of uniforms. UMS offer a 
complete uniform solution and will 
work side by side with you, to 
develop a solution that is the 
perfect fit for your school. With a 
highly experienced team of designers 
and pattern makers behind us, you 
can trust UMS with every aspect of 
your school’s uniform.

UMS understand that 
every school is different, 
which is why, unlike other 
companies, we tailor 
individual retail solutions 
based on your unique 
needs. 

RETAIL SNAPSHOT



s t o r i e sWHOLESALE STORIES

ALL HALLOWS’ SCHOOL

UMS have supplied the All Hallows’ formal stripe blouse, 
skirt and culotte since 2014.  We also supply the tracksuit 
and sport skirt and have worked closely with the school to 
recently introduce a newly designed school polo and sport 

short. 

ANGLICAN CHURCH GRAMMAR SCHOOL

UMS has been proudly providing the ‘blue and grey’ Churchie 
shirts for over 20 years, as well as their custom wool blend 

trousers, shorts and school jumpers. UMS achieve long 
standing relationships through providing high quality, 

premium service and understanding the individual needs of 
each school. 

ST MARGARET’S ANGLICAN GIRLS SCHOOL

UMS has been the supplier of the iconic St Margaret’s formal 
uniform for well over a decade. We proudly supply many other 
garments such as the school tracksuit, sports apparel, church 

dress and performance uniforms. Attention to detail and 
consistency are paramount for this school, which is why 

UMS has been their trusted supplier for many years. 

MATTHEW FLINDERS ANGLICAN COLLEGE

UMS have been supplying summer, winter and sports 
uniforms to Matthew Flinders Anglican College for a decade. 
We were very pleased to be selected to help develop a new 
uniform to accompany a rebranding and modernisation for 

this diverse school on the Sunshine Coast. Released in 2022, 
UMS has worked closely with the school to help 

facilitate a stylish uniform providing all the practical 
components a modern school represents.   

SPRINGFIELD CENTRAL STATE HIGH

Using our own patterns with proven features, superior 
construction and fit, UMS helped to design a complete uniform 
solution for Springfield Central State High School. From small 
beginnings to now educating over 1800 students, UMS has 

been supplying garments to this growing school community for 
many years.  

STRETTON STATE COLLEGE

UMS has been the main uniform provider for this school 
supplying formal, sport, performance and track wear for many 

years now.  As a strong supporter of equality in education, UMS 
were honoured to work closely with the school Principal and 
Management team to design a range of pants, formal shorts 
and culottes in-line with the change in Queensland’s school 

uniform dress code in state schools. 
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s t o r i e sRETAIL STORIES

NORTH LAKES STATE COLLEGE

North Lakes State College is one of our longest retail 
partners. This P-12 school has grown to over 3000 

students and since 2007 UMS have consistently delivered 
high quality uniforms and superior service to the school’s 

students, parents and wider school community. 

FOXWELL STATE SECONDARY COLLEGE

Foxwell is a brand-new school, which opened in 2020. 
UMS worked closely with the founding Principal to develop 

their full uniform range from concept to delivery. This 
included initial colour inspirations, fabric designs, logo 

development and modern patterns to suit their specific vision.

GAINSBOROUGH STATE SCHOOL

Opening in 2021, UMS teamed up with the Gainsborough 
State School Senior Management team to bring together a 

vibrant, comfortable but individual uniform design that would 
easily identify their students within this fast growing community.  
This level of detail also continues through to our on site retailing 
and our commitment to provide their community with the highest 

level of care and service.

NORWOOD INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL

As one of our longest standing relationships, UMS has been 
proudly supplying Norwood Morialta High School uniforms since 

2005. Over the years UMS has successfully been renewed as the 
school’s uniform retailer several times. Further in 2018 UMS had 

the privilege of being invited to partner with the school to 
completely redesign their uniform, a process which involved a 

total reinvention of their school’s image.

LORETO COLLEGE COORPAROO

UMS have managed Loreto College’s off-site uniform shop since 
2015. Over the years we have worked closely with the school 

to develop additional custom pieces to complement their uniform 
range and refresh existing pieces. UMS was renewed as the 

school’s uniform retailer in 2019 proving the exceptional service 
and quality we provide.

GRACE LUTHERAN PRIMARY SCHOOL

Originally supplying only formal uniforms to the school, in 
2015 UMS won the tender to be the on-site retailer for Grace 

Lutheran Primary School. Since this time, we have collaborated 
with the school to introduce and design a completely new uniform 

range. Released in 2019 the schools new image incorporated 
modern fabrics, fits and designs, resulting in a fresh, rejuvenated 

concept the students love to wear each day. 
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www.umspl.com.au
customerservice@umspl.com.au

(07) 3535 9500


